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Abstract: Voltage control in modern electric power distribution systems has become challenging
due to the increasing penetration of distributed energy resources (DER). The current state-of-the-art
voltage control is based on static/pre-determined DER volt-var curves. Static volt-var curves do
not provide sufficient flexibility to address the temporal and spatial aspects of the voltage control
problem in a power system with a large number of DER. This paper presents a simple, scalable, and
robust distributed optimization framework (DOF) for optimizing voltage control. The proposed
framework allows for data-driven distributed voltage optimization in a power distribution system.
This method enhances voltage control by optimizing volt-var curve parameters of inverters in a
distributed manner based on a cellular computational network (CCN) representation of the power
distribution system. The cellular optimization approach enables the system-wide optimization. The
cells to be optimized may be prioritized and two methods namely, graph and impact-based methods,
are studied. The impact-based method requires extra initial computational efforts but thereafter
provides better computational throughput than the graph-based method. The DOF is illustrated
on a modified standard distribution test case with several DERs. The results from the test case
demonstrate that the DOF based volt-var optimization results in consistently better performance than
the state-of-the-art volt-var control.

Keywords: cellular computational networks; distributed energy resources; optimization; photovoltaics;
power distribution system; voltage control

1. Introduction

The electric power system is undergoing a rapid transition from a fossil fuel-based,
central system to a renewable distributed energy resource-based distributed system due to
the need to enhance the security of supply, reduce cost, enhance sustainability, and battle
climate change [1]. The bulk of this transformation is a result of the rise of the prosumager,
a consumer that also produces and stores energy [2]. All consumers who have installed
distributed energy resources such as solar PV and storage are prosumagers, and they are at
the center of the energy transition. A bulk of the prosumagers are connected to the power
distribution system. Unfortunately, the distribution grid infrastructure has been one of
the most neglected infrastructures worldwide. It is the least prepared to serve the rapidly
transforming needs of the energy sector. For example, in some places in the United States,
the average age for the distribution of assets are between fifty to seventy years, thus past
the expected lifetime of thirty years [3].

Climate change combined with digitization has accelerated the decarbonization of
the energy sector, causing rapid electrification of multiple facets of human society [4].
The quality of life and the functioning of society at large is increasing in dependency on
electricity. The distribution grid is at the epicenter of transformation. Therefore, while
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there has been weak historic investment in the distribution grid, the highest level of quality
of service, resilience, and reliability is required at the distribution grid. For example, it
is critical to maintain a high-quality voltage profile, at all times because of the sensitivity
of the customer equipment, regulatory requirements, as well as financial requirements to
minimize losses in the distribution grid [5]. The need for performance is the highest at the
weakest link of the power system.

The multi-directional power flow needs to be supported by an aging distribution
infrastructure initially designed for unidirectional power flow, which further escalates the
complexity of the problem. The stress on the distribution system and the need to improve
the quality of service delivered at the distribution system have increased simultaneously,
highlighting the need to address both of these challenges. Developing technologies will
hasten the energy sector’s transition towards a sustainable, cost-efficient, and secure future.

It is increasingly clear that ensuring voltage quality is one of the distribution system’s
most significant challenges. The main drivers of this voltage control challenge are the
multi-directional power flow from intermittent generation and new loads with consider-
able magnitude and low diversity, such as Electric Vehicles. Voltage control is implemented
using regulators and capacitor banks in a traditional distribution system. Since the con-
ventional distribution system consists of unidirectional, top-down power flow with slow
changes in demand, this method can be effectively used to regulate voltage in a traditional
distribution grid. However, with the rise of the prosumagers, where solar PV dominates
production, the variability of solar irradiation causes significant fluctuations in the power
flow resulting in a degraded voltage profile [6]. Unfortunately, traditional voltage reg-
ulators are not fast enough to counter this problem since they depend on slow devices
such as mechanical tap changers [7]. Furthermore, the cost associated with an increasing
number of tap changing will be significant to the operator due to the degradation of the
equipment lifetime.

1.1. Optimization

Optimization can be executed in numerous ways. The classification of optimization
based on framework, implementation, objective function, and solution is shown in Figure 1
and described below.

• Centralized versus Decentralized: The framework for optimization is centralized if data
from all the nodes/buses are communicated to a central point; on the other hand, it is
decentralized if the data are consumed locally. Therefore, both communication and
sensing are limited to the local node.

• System versus Cell versus Node: An objective function can be formulated in many ways.
This formulation (for a N node system) can be for system-wide optimization (all nodes),
cell-wide (a set of nodes/sub-system), or node optimization (local optimization).

– System-wide optimization (one objective function for the system) is executed
in a centralized or decentralized manner. The ideal approach is to run it in a
centralized way. A decentralized approach does not guarantee a system-wide
global optimal solution.

– Node optimization (N Objective functions), where each node has a unique objec-
tive function, can be executed in a centralized or decentralized manner. The best
approach is a decentralized execution. A centralized approach does not guarantee
a node-level optimal solution.

– Cell-wide optimization (between 1 and N objective functions) refers to having
one objective function per cell (sub-system). This is a decentralized approach, but
decentralization is lower than node optimization.

• Global versus Local: During any optimization, based on the problem being optimized,
there could be multiple local minima and a global minimum. Local optimization seeks
to find the local minimum appropriate in a local search space. Global optimization
seeks to find the lowest minimum of all local minima in a global search space.
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• Sequential versus Parallel: The optimization implementation is sequential if executed in
a sequential computing environment using a sequential algorithm. If performed in a
distributed environment using a parallel computing platform, it is parallel.

     Optimization

Framework

Centralized Decentralized

Implementation

 Sequential     Parallel

Objective Function

System  Cell Node

Solution

   Global       Local

Figure 1. The classification of optimization based on framework, implementation, objective function,
and solution.

Different combinations of these approaches can be selected to satisfy the requirements
of an application. A distributed optimization framework is advantageous when a system-
wide optimization is sought while not having access to all data at a central location. The
DOF allows for decomposing the objective function at the system-level into a number of
objective functions that can be solved independently seeking a global optimal solution.

1.2. State of the Art

The distribution system operators solved the voltage quality challenges of the distri-
bution system by installing tap changers and capacitor banks. Whereas these conventional
solutions are still in use, the modern state-of-the-art solutions are centered around power
electronics devices such as d-statcom [8], edge of network grid optimizer [9], and dynamic
voltage restorer [10]. However, these components are costly to install and maintain while
needing support infrastructure that might not even be available to the DSO.

Instead of installing additional devices, this study navigates the possibility of optimally
leveraging the flexibility of using the prosumager owned electronic power inverter to
control the distribution system voltage. This study assumes that the inverter’s idling
reactive power capacity is available to support voltage control [11]. The prosumagers can
be compensated for this ancillary service.

All optimization variants rooted in a centralized framework operate where a central
unit will process the measurements, perform necessary computation, and dispatch the
appropriate operation set-points to a local controller. The local controller controls the
prosumager. Each local node needs to be directly connected to the central controller.
The advantage of this approach is that the central controller will have access to local
measurements. Therefore, assuming perfect optimization, it has the potential to operate
at global optimality. The disadvantage of this approach is that the central controller will
have to process multiple input and output data streams and solve for a large number
of variables. This approach can be applied for both real-time control [12] and optimal
power flow based operation [13–15]. Efforts to optimize the local reactive power control
over a lengthy time horizon have also been presented in the past [16]. However, the large
magnitude of optimization parameters and difficulty producing granular forecasts at the
required accuracy make the central approach infeasible for most use-cases. Additionally,
a failure in the communication link or the central controller would result in catastrophic
failure, pointing to reliability challenges associated with these single points of failure.
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Therefore, this approach is not robust nor scalable and is constrained by the requirement
to communicate large amounts of data and optimize at high speeds. Consequently, this
approach comes with untenable implementation challenges.

All optimization variants rooted in a decentralized framework rely only on local mea-
surements. Each node in the system will have its unique, and decisions will be taken only
based on local measurements. Therefore, this does not require computation and optimiza-
tion on large data sets or communication infrastructure. Consequently, local optimization
is robust. However, since the local optimizer is only aware of its local environment, the
results will likely be sub-optimal. This method has been extensively analyzed [6,17] and
forms the basis for the widely implemented state of the art voltage control defined in the
IEEE 1547-2018 standard [18]. However, since it is a local framework, the synergies of the
connected resources will not be leveraged to gain local and global optimization, and the
contributions will be highly skewed based on the spatial distribution of the prosumers in
the distribution feeder.

For example, in the distributed optimization framework presented in this paper, there
is limited communication between nodes, and optimization is executed across a sub-set
of the nodes. Similar approaches have been investigated in recent studies such as [19–21].
However, these approaches do not have a cell-wide objective function. Therefore, the
number of iterations required for each solution, the assumptions for system modeling, and
the constraints on the maximum possible prosumers limit their applicability.

1.3. Contributions

This paper proposes a method to optimize multiple volt-var curves of DERs in a power
distribution system with distributed cell-based optimization to address the challenges
mentioned above. The current state of art optimizes the volt-var curves over a long
time horizon, but the optimization is not able to address the temporal dynamics in a
minutes time frame [22]. Additionally, the state-of-the-art approaches are based on central
optimization [23], which limits the applicability of such a method [24] in many practical
systems. The proposed enhances the flexibility of operation by considering the spatial and
temporal dynamics of the distribution system and optimizing the system in a granular,
distributed manner. This will utilize the complete flexibility of the DERs to support the
system operations in a distributed manner. The uniqueness of the proposed approach is
that it allows for decentralized and distributed optimization of distribution systems with
significant penetration of distributed energy resources. The main contributions of this
paper are:

• A scalable distributed optimization framework has been developed for concurrent
multiple volt-var curve optimization. This method is based on creating a cellular
computation network representation of the electric power distribution system with
DERs, which allows for distributed data-driven modeling and optimization of the
distribution system.

• A ranking method for cell prioritization for optimization has been developed. Cell
prioritization for optimization based on a formulated impact ranking criteria improves
the computational throughout for determining optimal volt-var curve parameters.
Two methods, namely, graph and impact-based methods, are studied.

• The application of DOF on a modified IEEE 34 bus test system with 100% DER
penetration has been illustrated. The operational results obtained with volt-var curves
optimized using the DOF consistently outperforms those obtained state-of-the-art
volt-var curves.

The study is organized as follows: Section 2 formulates the problem statement,
Section 3 describes the framework for distributed VVC optimization, and Section 4 de-
scribes the simulations used to demonstrate the framework. Section 5 shares the results, as
well as the insights attained through the results. Section 6 concludes the study.
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2. Problem Formulation

Given a power distribution system with N nodes/buses the net power injection at bus
i, Sinj,i, is given by

Sinj,i = Sinv,i − Sdem,i = fi(V, δ) (1)

where Sinv,i = (Pinv,i + jQinv,i) represents inverter power injection at bus i and Sdem,i = (Pdem,i + jQdem,i)

represents load power consumption at bus i. P, Q, denote active power and reactive power,
respectively. V and δ represent the vector of all node voltage magnitudes and voltage
angles. The N simultaneous equations generated by applying (1) for all N nodes define the
power flow of the system. The droop function at the bus i, gi, which defines the inverter
reactive power dispatch at time, t + ∆t, is written as

Qinv,i(t + ∆t) = gi(Vi(t)) (2)

V2 = V1 + dV1

V3 = V2 + dV2

V4 = V3 + dV3

(3)

The function gi is the piece-wise linear curve shown in Figure 2 and defined below.
The controllable variable for one inverter, xi, has a dimension of six as given in (4). The
vector xi defines the VVC of the node i:

gi(Vi) =



Q1 Vi ≤ V1

− Q1

V2 −V1
(Vi −V2) V1 < Vi ≤ V2

0 V2 < Vi ≤ V3
Q2

V4 −V3
(Vi −V3) V3 < Vi ≤ V4

Q2 V1 ≤ Vi

xi = {Qi,1, Qi,2, Vi,1, dVi,1, dVi,2, dVi,3} (4)

Reactive power (pu)

Voltage (pu)

Q1

Q2

V1 dV1

dV2 dV3

Figure 2. The volt-var curve as defined in the IEEE 1547 standard. The curve is optimized by changing
the six variables shown on this plot. The x-values of the VVC is given by (3).
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The optimization problem is formulated as follows:

min
x∈S

Usys =
1
T

T

∑
i=1

(
1
N

N

∑
i=1

(Vi −Vrated,i)
2)0.5 (5)

subject to the constraints given by (6). These constraints need to be defined in such a way
to ensure that the resulting volt-var curves are realistic, based on [25]. Whereas voltage
optimization is the objective of this study, it is possible to use any other utility function
interest, for example, line losses.

Vrated,i is the ideal value for voltage magnitude at node i and T is the time period, S is
the solution space of the problem. The overall goal is to optimize voltage quality over a
time period T. Therefore, the average root mean squared value of the voltage magnitude
difference from the ideal voltage, defined in (5), was chosen as the objective function:

Q1,min < Qi,1 < Q1,max

Q2,max < Qi,2 < Q2,max

V1,min < Vi,1 < V1,max

dV1,min < dVi,1 < dV1,max

dV2,min < dVi,2 < dV2,max

dV3,min < dVi,3 < dV3,max

(6)

The optimal solution, x, is a N × 6 matrix and takes the form given in (7).

x =



x1
...

xi
...

xN

 =



Q1,1 Q1,2 V1,1 dV1,1 dV1,2 dV1,3
...

...
. . .

...
Qi,1 Qi,2 Vi,1 dVi,1 dVi,2 dVi,3

...
...

. . .
...

QN,1 QN,2 VN,1 dVN,1 dVN,2 dVN,3

 (7)

3. Distributed Optimization Framework

The structural overview of the framework is shown in Figure 3. The developed
implementation of the DOF has a decentralized execution, cell-wide objective function
formulation, a global solution, and is implemented sequentially.

In the first step of the proposed framework, the CCN representation of the EPDS is
developed based on [26]. Next, the CCN representation is used for distributed optimization
based on three structural levels: node, cell, and system. The inverter devices are physically
located at the nodes, and they contribute to the distributed optimization by sharing local
measurements with the cell level operator and by adapting the volt-var curves based on
cell operator signals.

The optimal volt-var curves for all nodes are evaluated at the cell level of the dis-
tributed optimization process. The utility function for optimization is limited to local
optimization, and, therefore, the optimization variables are the set of x vectors for local volt-
var curves. The system-level iterative optimization algorithm uses the CCN representation
to drive cell optimization.

3.1. CCN Representation of the EPDS

The developed framework optimizes the volt-var curve of the inverters connected to
the power distribution system, using the CCN representation of the EPDS in a distributed
manner. In general, a cellular computational network consists of interconnected cells
that interact with each other to realize a common goal. This approach has been used for
distributed modeling, optimization, and control of power systems [27,28] in the past. This
study utilizes the cellular computational network representation for a power distribution
system that was developed in [26] and applies it for distributed optimization of voltage con-
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trol. The main advantage of this approach in comparison to other methods such as [16,20]
is that it allows for the collection of nodes into a cell structure for efficient distributed
optimization across a near-future time horizon. Based on available computational resources
and the design goals, the designer has the flexibility in deciding on the level of optimization
that needs to be carried out.

Figure 3. Overview of the proposed DOF.

3.2. Node Level Control

The overview of the node-level control is shown in Figure 4. In this method, the state-
of-the-art VVC is extended by appending the ability to change the volt-var curve parameters
dynamically. Therefore, the parameters of the volt-var curve (x) are an external input to
the inverter controller. The external information is provided by the cell-level optimization
function and requires a communication channel. The distribution system modeling method
presented in [26] is used in the selection of the cells to form the CCN representation. Since
the DOF additionally requires modeling of the impact of the DER, ref. [26] is extended to
include DER control.

Figure 4. The overview of the prosumer based PV inverter control system. The volt-var curve
parameters (x) is changed by the cell operator. This is the node level optimization of the DOF.
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Der Modeling

The model applied for DERs in this study assumes that the consumer generation is
based on solar PV plants. As described in the introduction, solar PV is the dominant DER
in distribution systems, and it is expected to grow exponentially in the next few decades.
If the primary energy source is changes from PV, it is still possible to use the presented
approach to model any other DER by changing the generation model.

The source of energy is solar radiation which the PV cells convert to electricity [29].
Based on the PV characteristics, the maximum power DC power output from the PV plant
at time t, PDC(t), can be determined by (8). Here, Ppv,rated is the maximum power from the
PV array, Irrad(t) is the irradiation level at time t, and Td(t) is the temperature derating
factor from the power temperature characteristic curve. Here, PDC is assumed to vary
linearly with irradiation:

PDC(t) = Ppv,rated × Irrad(t)× Td(t) (8)

The model of the inverter is given in Figure 4. Typically, the power setpoint for the
inverter is based on an MPPT algorithm. For the time step of interest, it is assumed that
MPPT based reference value is equal to Pre f . The setpoint for reactive power, Qre f , is
determined based on the control loop shown in Figure 4. The Qre f is determined based on
the inverter capability curve, the user selected priority (operation) mode (active power or
reactive power priority), and the droop function (volt-var curve).

Assuming the only inverter capability constraint is current carrying capacity and
inverter reactive power priority operation mode, the maximum reactive power that is
available for dispatch, Qmax, is given by

Qmax =
√
(Smax)2 − (Pre f )2 (9)

The value of Qmax is an input to the limiter function, and it changes with solar irradi-
ance. The function g, which defines the volt-var characteristics of the active DER, shown in
Figure 2 has six independent parameters. The first two parameters define the maximum
reactive power contribution (y-axis), and the last four determine the voltage for the reactive
power contributions. The limiter considers the constraints and user-selected operation
mode and provides the setpoints to the power electronic converter.

3.3. Cell Optimization

The algorithm used for the optimization of cell k is shown in Figure 5. An optimizer
optimizes the selected cell. A time-series simulation that uses both the system model and
expected operational data serves as an input to the optimizer. The operational data, the
data set of independent load flow variables (loads and generation) for the optimized time
window T, could be a near-future forecast [30], a sliding window average forecast [31], or
a persistent forecast [32]. A near-future forecast is better than a sliding window average
forecast, which is better than a persistent forecast. A better forecast allows for better results
in operation.

The objective function for the optimization is the cell utility (Ucell). Ucell takes into
account the set of internal cell voltages and the boundary node voltage of the neighboring
cells. The cell utility function, Ucell , is the root mean squared voltage and is given by (10).
Here, m includes nodes belonging to cell k and the immediate neighbor nodes of cell k. The
optimizer computes the best possible set of optimization variables for the cell, xcell(k). This
value is then updated in the system model. The system will then operate with the optimal
volt-var curve based on the results from the last optimization cycle till a new optimization
is carried out, and the values are updated for the next siding window of data. Therefore,
the data used for optimization is different from the data used to operate the system. The
sub-optimality arises from the difference between the system state that it was optimized for
and the actual system state, which could be minimized by using an improved near future
forecast or optimizing at a shorter time interval:
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Ucell =
1
T

T

∑
i=1

(
1
m

m

∑
i=1

(Vi(x)−Vrated)
2)0.5 (10)

If a hypothetical distribution system consists of n cells, each of which has equal m
number of volt-var curves, central optimization will require n × m × 6 variables to be
optimized. However, the proposed distributed approach will only need m× 6 parameters
to be concurrently optimized. Therefore, the DOF significantly decreases the dimension
of the optimization problem. The cell optimizer could be placed on a computing plat-
form in the distribution system control center or placed on multiple spatially separated
physical devices.

Figure 5. The implemented algorithm for cell level optimization.

3.4. System Optimization

The system-level optimization is carried out by iteratively optimizing the cells. The
priority for selecting cells for system optimization is based on an index defined as the
cell rank, from the lowest to the highest CR. Two approaches for choosing the cell rank
are presented in this study. The algorithm used for the optimization of cell k is shown in
Figure 6. The first step for system optimization is to develop the CR table. This provides
the sequential order for cell optimization. Next, cell-level optimization of the cell with the
current lowest priority (of non-optimized cells) is carried out. In the next step, the system
objective function, Usys, is evaluated, and a decision is made to iterate again or to stop the
system optimization based on the stop criteria. The stop criteria for system optimization are
either reaching maximum cell iterations or the required minimum value for system utility.

3.4.1. Graph Based Cell Rank Evaluation

In the graph-based approach, the cell rank (CR) is based on the graph structure of the
CCN. The topology is processed, and the CR is given based on the tree traversal order from
the furthermost leaf cell to the root, covering every cell in the graph. The furthermost leaf
cell is given the lowest CR and will have the highest priority in system optimization. This
approach is simple and only requires topology information.

3.4.2. Impact Based Cell Rank Evaluation

The objective of proposing the impact factor-based approach is to increase the per-
formance of the iterative optimization. In this approach, the CR is based on a calculated
impact factor that considers the ability of any cell to contribute to the optimization of the
system voltage. The impact factor evaluates the combined effect of the system voltage
sensitivity to reactive power and the reactive power injection capability of a cell. The first
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cell to be optimized is the cell that has both a high sensitivity to the system utility and a
large reactive power injection resource.

Figure 6. The implemented algorithm for system level optimization.

The first step in the process is to find each cell’s total apparent power capability. Next,
the available reactive and active power are assembled to create a cellular virtual power
plant representation. Each cell has a virtual reactive (Qcell) and active power load and
generation. This step requires central information gathering and is used only to prioritize
the optimization. Next, an artificial reactive power generation of δQ is injected into each
cell. The δQ is distributed across the nodes proportional to the installed capacity of the
generation. The Usys sensitivity to this δQ is next evaluated by running an independent

power flow and calculating the ∂Usys
∂Qcell

value of each cell. The impact factor (IF) of all the cells
is then calculated by using (11). If the operating system point changes significantly, then a
new impact factor calculation needs to be carried out since the impact factor is dependent
on the power flow Jacobian, and the power flow Jacobian varies with the operating point:

IF = Qcell ·
∂Usys

∂Qcell
(11)

4. Case Study

The case study is based on a modified IEEE 34 distribution system given in Figure 7.
It is a medium-sized long radial distribution system that originally existed in Arizona and
had voltage control challenges due to its length. The system has 95 nodes and 68 loads. This
system was modified by adding 28 PV inverters shown in Table A2. The system includes
twenty-two three-phase PVs and eight single-phase PVs distributed across the feeder. The
active power generation is limited to the load active power consumption. Therefore, this
modified test case describes a system with approximately 100% DER penetration. The solar
inverters are assumed to be rated for 120% of the rating of the connected PV. The blue boxes
show the cell boundaries of the cellular computation design. The inter-cell power flows
and the cell-to-cell physical connections are shown in red and green. The irradiance curves
are assigned to ensure the spatial correlation of solar irradiation and are based on four solar
irradiation curves for the PVs given by Figure 8. The loads are all set to four time-varying,
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and unique load curves are shown in Figure 9. The loadshapes are assigned randomly to
the loads. They are based on load time series data extracted from [33]. The PV irradiation
shapes are assigned based on spatial information. A Particle Swarm Optimization [34]
based optimizer is selected for the cell optimization. In the case study, it was assumed that
the ideal voltage for each of the nodes is 1 pu.

Figure 7. The CCN representation of the IEEE 34 bus system.

Figure 8. Solar irradiation variation across the one minute time frame of interest.

Figure 9. Load variation across the optimized one minute time frame.
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5. Results and Discussion

Simulations are conducted for the two cell ranking strategies, and the results are
compared with the state-of-the-art approach. Figure 10 compares the utility between CCN
optimized and standard VVC across a time frame of 1 min. The utility value for the
standard VVC is significantly higher than any of the two CCN optimized values across the
time frame. The impact factor-based approach shows better performance when compared
to the graph-based approach. The difference in performance is comparatively significant
in terms of the speed of optimization based on the results shown in Tables A3 and A5.
However, the impact factor calculation requires an extra step of computation, as shown in
Table A4. However, the additional computation step results in the impact factor requiring
four fewer steps to arrive at the utility value of 0.0218 and therefore is well justified.
Figure 11 compares the corresponding mean voltage across the feeder. As expected, the
mean voltage of the CCN based approach is significantly lower than the standard VVC. The
calculated optimal power set-points define the operation point to which the volt-var curves
are shifted. The results clearly show that the local static volt-var control is insufficient to
ensure optimal operation. This is due to the nature of droop-based control, where it is
impossible to address the inherent steady-state error.

Figure 10. Comparison of utility across the optimized one minute time frame.

Figure 11. Comparison of voltage across the optimized one minute time frame.
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Figures 8 and 9 show the source of the dynamics in the system that were applied
to the loads and the PV plants. Figure 12 compares the corresponding voltages of three
randomly selected nodes in the system. The voltage of the CCN based approaches is higher
in quality and close to the desired value of 1 pu. Figure 13 compares the performance of
the graph-based method with the impact factor-based approach. The results show that
the computation time per optimized cell is comparable for both methods, whereas the
utility decreases much faster for the impact factor-based approach. Therefore, the impact
factor-based approach performs better than the graph-based approach.

Figure 14 compares the volt-var curves for the three operation conditions. Based on
Table A5, SC3 is the first cell to be optimized in the impact-based method. From the volt-var
curve, it is observed that node 844 has significant reactive power absorption in comparison
to the other two methods. Since 844 is the largest DER, it is clear that cell SC3 is facing an
overvoltage condition, which is compensated by selecting the volt-var curve such that SC3
is absorbing reactive power. Instead of the adaptive optimization, if standard VVC was
used, the cell’s potential to contribute to voltage control of the system would have been
unused. Additionally, the impact factor-based approach can accelerate system optimization
since it optimizes in merit order.

Figure 12. Comparison of voltage of three randomly selected nodes across the optimized one minute
time frame.

Figure 13. Comparison of optimization performance. Here, Tgraph and Timpact f actor represents the
cumulative time for each iteration, where time is given in the right y-axis, and the Ugraph and
UImpact f actor gives the utility value for each iteration, where utility is shown in the left y-axis.
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Figure 14. The volt-var curve for cell SC3.

6. Conclusions

Due to the increasing penetration of distributed energy resources (DER), voltage
control in modern electric power distribution systems has become challenging. The current
state-of-the-art voltage control is based on a static and pre-set DER volt-var curves and
do not provide sufficient flexibility to address the dynamic aspects of the voltage control
problem in a power distribution system.

This study has presented a distributed optimization framework for volt-var curves of
DERS in an electric power distribution systems. The DOF is based on a cellular compu-
tational network representation of the electric power distribution system. The proposed
method enhanced the system voltage control by optimizing concurrently mulitple volt-var
curve parameters. The method had three functional levels, node, cell, and system. The
node level used the adaptive VVC setpoints generated by the cell level. The cell level
optimized the utility for the cell and generated the VVC set points for the nodes. The
system-level iteratively called on cells based on the cell ranking and converged the cell
parameters towards near-global optimality.

The cellular optimization approach enabled the system-wide optimization. The cell
optimization was prioritized using two methods, graph and impact-based methods. The
impact-based method required extra initial computational efforts but thereafter provided
better computational throughput than the graph-based method. The DOF was illustrated
on a modified standard distribution test case with several DERs. The results from the test
case demonstrated that the DOF based volt-var optimization result in consistently better
performance than the state-of-the-art volt-var control.The proposed approach needed less
computation and allowed for distributed scalable optimization of a power distribution sys-
tem. The presented approach will be extended with different operational scenarios and test
cases, including control and hardware-in-the-loop tests and distribution systems with differ-
ent characteristics. From a computational point of view, a potential future study is to extend
cell DOF from sequential to parallel implementation to allow for accelerated performance.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Assignment of different loadshapes to power conversion components in the case study.
These time variant loadshapes are the source for dynamics.

Dynamic Shape Power Conversion Component

Solar 1 PV 802, 806, 808, 816, 824, 810, 818

Solar 2 PV 820, 822, 856, 826, 828, 830, 832

Solar 3 PV 864, 844, 848, 854, 858, 834, 836

Solar 4 PV 838, 860, 862, 840, 842, 846, 890

Load shape 1 Load 844, 802, 828, 854, 858, 836, 862

Load shape 2 Load 860, 830, 808, 824, 832, 838

Load shape 3 Load 890, 834, 836, 840, 864, 856

Load shape 4 Load 848, 806, 818, 820, 822, 816, 826

Table A2. Connected DER to the test case.

Node Inverter Size (kVA)

802 60

806 60

808 32

810 32
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Table A2. Cont.

Node Inverter Size (kVA)

816 10

818 68

820 342

822 274

824 90

826 80

828 14

830 51

834 248

836 97

838 56

840 83

842 19

844 661

846 96

848 135

852 8

854 8

856 8

858 39

860 392

862 56

864 4

890 604

Table A3. Sequentially optimized utility values.

No Cell U.sys Unet.MC1 Unet.MC2 Unet.MC3 Unet.MC4 Unet.MC5 Unet.SC1 Unet.SC2 Unet.SC3 Unet.SC4

NA wo VVC 0.0720 0.0567 0.0628 0.0725 0.0791 0.0830 0.0600 0.0802 0.0834 0.0831

0 Std VVC 0.0327 0.0396 0.0291 0.0289 0.0284 0.0306 0.0247 0.0227 0.0307 0.0302

1 SC4 0.0300 0.0394 0.0284 0.0259 0.0234 0.0243 0.0246 0.0187 0.0244 0.0240

2 MC5 0.0232 0.0368 0.0217 0.0150 0.0094 0.0077 0.0186 0.0088 0.0078 0.0073

3 SC3 0.0220 0.0359 0.0192 0.0116 0.0063 0.0047 0.0163 0.0070 0.0047 0.0047

4 MC4 0.0218 0.0358 0.0187 0.0110 0.0060 0.0047 0.0159 0.0068 0.0047 0.0048

5 SC2 0.0218 0.0357 0.0186 0.0109 0.0060 0.0049 0.0158 0.0061 0.0049 0.0050

6 MC3 0.0214 0.0353 0.0173 0.0096 0.0057 0.0052 0.0147 0.0061 0.0052 0.0053

7 MC2 0.0210 0.0344 0.0151 0.0080 0.0058 0.0058 0.0136 0.0067 0.0058 0.0063

8 SC1 0.0210 0.0342 0.0144 0.0083 0.0074 0.0074 0.0101 0.0078 0.0074 0.0075

9 MC1 0.0209 0.0339 0.0142 0.0083 0.0075 0.0075 0.0099 0.0079 0.0075 0.0077
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Table A4. Results from the Impact factor evaluation based on available reactive power resources and
Usys for cell reactive power injection.

Cell dUsys/dQ Q Q.dUsys/dQ Sequence

SC3 0.0000300 2730 0.0819 1

SC2 0.0000333 1811 0.0603 2

MC5 0.0000299 1921 0.0575 3

SC4 0.0000300 765 0.0230 4

MC2 0.0000191 541 0.0103 5

SC1 0.0000149 684 0.0102 6

MC3 0.0000239 228 0.0054 7

MC4 0.0000293 161 0.0047 8

MC1 0.0000068 555 0.0037 9

Table A5. Impact factor based priority based CCN: calculated utility function values for system
and cells.

No Cell U.sys Unet.MC1 Unet.MC2 Unet.MC3 Unet.MC4 Unet.MC5 Unet.SC1 Unet.SC2 Unet.SC3 Unet.SC4

0 Std VVC 0.0327 0.0396 0.0291 0.0289 0.0284 0.0306 0.0247 0.0227 0.0307 0.0302

1 SC3 0.0217 0.0355 0.0182 0.0107 0.0059 0.0047 0.0159 0.0071 0.0047 0.0051

2 SC2 0.0216 0.0354 0.0180 0.0105 0.0061 0.0048 0.0157 0.0068 0.0047 0.0051

3 MC5 0.0216 0.0355 0.0184 0.0111 0.0063 0.0045 0.0160 0.0066 0.0045 0.0046

4 SC4 0.0216 0.0356 0.0184 0.0111 0.0059 0.0037 0.0159 0.0059 0.0037 0.0035

5 MC2 0.0212 0.0347 0.0163 0.0095 0.0061 0.0047 0.0147 0.0070 0.0047 0.0050

6 SC1 0.0212 0.0346 0.0156 0.0096 0.0072 0.0061 0.0110 0.0079 0.0061 0.0061

7 MC3 0.0209 0.0341 0.0144 0.0085 0.0070 0.0062 0.0100 0.0080 0.0062 0.0062

8 MC4 0.0209 0.0342 0.0146 0.0086 0.0068 0.0059 0.0102 0.0078 0.0059 0.0060

9 MC1 0.0208 0.0339 0.0144 0.0086 0.0069 0.0062 0.0101 0.0080 0.0061 0.0062
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